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timón
In Colombia it is the same as handle, crank, goat, command, direction.  It is a mechanical piece of various materials that
is supported on an axle, serves to govern or steer a ship or vehicle of any kind.   Device or mechanism designed to
maneuver a means of transport through a fluid.  It is also a male name of Greek origin.  It means honor, esteem.  Name
of the main character of a Shakespeare play, the tragedy "Death of Athens".  Name of one of the first Deacos of the
Catholic Church.  companion of Prospero, Parmenas, Nicanor, Philip, Stephen and Nicholas.   It can also mean
command, government, authority, leadership.

timple
It is a typical string edmusical instrument of the Canary Islands.  It is smaller than a guitar and can have four or five
strings.

tina
It is a woman's name.  Apocope of Cristina.  It is also a large vessel, a large pot or container for bathing.  Tub, tray,
stack.

tinacio
It is a tree native to Central America and the Caribbean, it is found from Mexico to Colombia.  Its scientific name is
Trichilia hirta and belongs to the family Meliaceae.  Also say Siguaraya and Uruca, it has a result of three sections and
covered in hairs.  Those who practice santeria believe that it is the tree live chango.

tinago
In Argentina it is the name of a brand of concentrated and balanced food for animals.  They are produced by Miguel
Bonnaterre E Hijos S . To.  In filipina, it is the name of a jump or waterfall.  In native language means hidden, hidden. 
It's in Iligan, a little Filipino town.  In the area there are many caves and cliffs.

tinaja
In Colombia is a stoneware Bowl, similar to a pitcher where he usually stays fresh water.  Mucura.  It is also the tinajo
female.  Female animal, which also say borugo, lapa, guagua, paca, guartinaja.  Its scientific name is Cuniculus paca
and belongs to the family Cuniculidae.

tinajito
Diminutive of tinajo.  In Colombia it is a small vase.  Mud container in which water is stored.  Small cantabrian, small
mucura.  It is also called tinajo to a small rodent, which is also known as guartinajo, lapa or paca.  Its scientific name is
Cuniculus taczanowskii and belongs to the family Cuniculidae .  Breeding the tub.

tinajo
In Spain, it is the name of uh municipality in the Canary Islands, which belongs to the province of Las Palmas.  It is
located on the island of Lanzarote.  In Colombia is the name of an animal, rodent mammal, which is known by many
other different names such as paca, lapa, guartinaja , guanta , guagua , picure , chilo , guagu molón , goruga , majaz ,
tepezcuintle , gualilla , spotted rabbit.  Its scientific name is Cuniculus paca and belongs to the family Cuniculidae . 
Tinajo, is also the name of a basija, usually of mud, in which water is loaded or stored.  Vase.  

tinamotis
That looks like a tinamius.  It is a genus of birds in the family Tinamidae.  They are known as keús, quiulas, partridges or



imambuts.

tinamu
It is more indicated tinamú.  In Colombia it is a land bird similar to the partridge.  It belongs to the genus Tinamus and
the family Tinamidae.  Also called martinetas, yutus? or inambúes . 

tinamus
It was the name given in the Caribbean language to American partridges.  They are also known as macucos, inambués,
yutos or quiulas.  belong to the Tinamidae family.

tinamúes
They are a very common bird of American forests, They live on the ground, they do not fly much.  Also known as
martinets, yutos, imambúes.  In some parts they say partridges and mistake them for them.  They're from the Tinamidae
family.

tinaquer
It is a term used in Panama and is pronounced tainaquer.  It means basuriego, who eats waste from the garbage, that
he digs the vats (referring to a street puppy).

tinbushca
tinbushca is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Timbushca." being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
Timbushca ( m ) It is the name of a typical Ecuadorian dish and South of Colombia like a stew. It is a sweaty beef brisket
( half with bone and half flesh ) in addition to the normal condiments ( onion, cilantro, tomato, parsley, garlic and salt )
carries chopped egg, potatoes, roasted and ground peanuts. It is traditional in the region of Otavalo.

tincion
It is the action or effect of dyeing or dyeing.  Give color.

tincleta
It's another way to call an insect from the Dermaptera Order.  It is also known as tying, rapa, cortapico or chirato. 

tindalizado
Tindalizado, it is the past participle of the verb tindalizar. This is a process of partial sterilization of a substance through
the use of application of heat interspersed phases and stages of cultures of beneficial microorganisms. It is a process
similar to pasteurization of milk.

tindalo
It is more suitable to use tindal or tindar (with tilde).  It is one of the common names of a tropical tree in the family
Fabaceae.  Its scientific name is Eperua falcata.  It is also called balayon.  It has resistant wood and incarnate color.  It
is widely used in joinery. 

tindu
Song name performed by Mirabai Ceiba (which is a duo consisting of Mexican harpist Angelika Baumbach and German
guitarist Markus Sieber).  The word as such means hummingbird, tominejo, chupaflor, quincha.  The word is of Mazatec
origin (Mexican indigenous people of northern Oaxaca and its language). 



tinerfeño
It means native of the Island of Tenerife, in the Canary Islands (Spain).  You can also use tenerifeño. 

tinette
La Tinette, is the name of a town in the French Alps that is characterized by having several pools of thermal waters.  In
French it is a word that means pool or also latrine.  It is the name of an asteroid (687). 

tinganillo
I think the question is for a ring.  If so, it is a powerful and tiny electronic device that can place the ear and allow to spy
on conversations.  It can seriously affect the ear if not used properly.  Hearing aid.

tingitano
It means natural or original from Tingis (old name of Tangier).  The term tangerine can also be used. 

tinglado
Siding surrounded by ropes where boxing or wrestling matches are held.  Ring, stringing, engaged, shed, tablado,
barrancón, warehouse, ship.  Also used as a synonym for intrigue, mess, mess, machination.

tinglar
It is another common name that receives the turtle-lute, scientific name Dermochelys coriacea and belongs to the family
Dermochelyidae.  It is also a place or nailing wooden planks.  Coat a surface with a stage.

tinistas
Plural of tinista .  You can be a follower or fan of Martina or Cristina.  It is usually used to designate people passionate
about the beauty, music and songs of Martina Stoessel, Argentine singer known as Tini Stoessel.

tino
Colloquial or familiar way of calling Faustino.  Colombian player of great triumphs in Europe. In Colombia we say tino to
good aim.  That you miss, it is correct.

tinodorringo
The Tinodorringo is an award given to the best actors of the Colombian Theater Vivo Company (CTVC).  It is a
Colombian bird that is characterized by making very elaborate and beautiful nests.  They are also known as architects or
masons.  The scientific name is Furnarius longirostris and belongs to the family Furnarridae.  It is also known as Mason
or Caribbean baker, Colombian baker or Venezuelan mason.

tinterillo
In Colombia is a character who claims to be a lawyer, acting as such and pretends to know the laws, they are usually
empirical and not have been almost no studies on the matter.

tintilar
It is a word used in Portuguese and in Spanish, means blink, blink.

tintillo



It refers to a small glass of red wine.  Wine of that color (red).  Diminutive of red (in Colombia it is a small cup of hot
coffee. 

tinto
It is the name of a drink in Colombia.  It is taken hot and is an infusion of black coffee that is served in small well.  Black
coffee (drink).  It is also the name of a color that equals dark red or brown.  It also means dyed, stained, dyed. 

tintorera
It is one of the common names given to a species of shark.  It belongs to the genus Rhizoprionodon and the family
Carcharhinidae.  It is also called dogfish, sard, jaquetón, snout, lamia or tollo.  Some of its species go up rivers.  Person
whose trade is to make dyes and dyes, especially fabrics and canvases.  

tiny
It is a word of the English language meaning tiny or lowercase.  Small ( a ) .  Nickname of actor Tom Lister, Jr. 

tinzenita
It means natural of Tinzen (Switzerland).  Relative to Tinzen.  It was the name of a Swiss village in the Canton of
Grisons.  The current name is Tinizong-Rona.

tiña
It is the common name of an infectious and highly contagious disease that affects the skin.  It is caused by fungi.  Above
all affects the scalp, produces yellowish scales and generates very bad smell.  It also tends to affect other parts of the
body.  Larva of the insect which affects the hives.

tio
In Chemistry is a prefix that is used to indicate that the substance contains Sulfur .  My father's brother or my mother's
brother.

tiol
It is a type of chemical, of organic origin, basically constituted in its molecules with a sulfur atom and another of
Hydrogen, attached to a carbon chain ( Radical -SH).  Sulfhydrilo or Mercaptan .  It is characterized by unpleasant odor
and can be caused by decomposition of organic matter.

tiorba
It's the same as guitarron or chitarrone.  it is a string musical instrument that usually has 8 strings.  It's very much like a
lau. 

tipejo
Diminutive and derogatory type .  person who causes contempt .  Unimportant individual . 

tipificado
It is an inflection of offences.  It means sorting or organize according to class or type, by referring to a set of things or
events or a list.



tipili
Tipili, the Dominican name given to the emblematic Lebanese dish called Tabbouleh is a salad made from wheat,
tomato, onion and parsley and is well known in the Rep. Dominican. The Dominican version differs from the Lebanese in
the amount of parsley added ( the Lebanese is more parsley and Mint that wheat ) and that the rare Dominican times is
Mint.

tiple
It is a type of guitar-like string musical instrument.  It is native to Colombia and has 12 metal strings.  It is also a very
sharp type of voice (soprano).  In Catalonia it is also the name of a musical wind instrument, similar to a chirimía.

tipluda
In Colombia tipluda to say that it is a woman who has the body as a soprano, aguitarrado, very harmonious, beautiful,
curvy. Well formed, stylized body.

tipos
Plural type .  It means classes , varieties , styles , examples , models .  Specimens.  Classifications, categories,
individuals, specimens.  people. 

tips
It is the plural of tip.  It is a word of many meanings.  Some can be tips, buds, tips, donations, grants, Weir, confidence,
suggestions, recommendations.

tique
The correct term is Tique.  In Colombia, especially in the departments of Tolima and Huila, is a surname of Indian origin.
 Goddess of fortune in ancient Greece.

tiquete
In Colombia ticket that is purchased to travel in any means of transport as a passenger (plane, boat, bus, etc).  Ticket
purchased to enter a show.  Ticket , ticket , ticket , coupon , check , ticket , seat , locality . 

tiquetes
Plural ticket .  In Colombia it is a way to call or tickets, tickets or tickets.  Snakes.  Document that allows you to board
public transport. 

tiquicia
It is a colloquial way in Colombia and Central America to call Costa Rica.  People of the Ticos , land of the Ticos ,
country of the Ticos . 

tiquisque
It was one of the French names of a tributary river of the Danube.  He was also known as Tisza, Theisse or Teysse.  It is
said that at his shore death Attila.  In America it is one of the names that receives a plant known as bore, malanga or
ocumo.  It belongs to the family Araceae.  Its scientific name is Xanthosoma sagittifolium.  It's from edible roots.

tira
Long and narrow piece of any material (fabric, plastic, paper, etc.).  Band, sash, trim, ready, tape, strap.  Inflection of



throwing which means throwing, throwing, throwing.  Vulgarly, having sex.  In Colombia he is also told to throw a
detective infiltrated in the marches. 

tirabec
You can also use snow peas or tirabique.  Rubber tap, slingshot or slingshot, element that has rubber and fork (or fork). 
It is also a way of calling peas, peas, tirabique or snow peas.  Miracielo, peas, peas, peas, peas.  It is the name of a
legume plant and its pod fruit.  Its scientific name is Pisum sativum, from the family Fabaceae. 

tirabique
Rubber tap, slingshot or slingshot, element that has rubber and fork (or fork).  It is also a way of calling peas, peas or
snow peas.  Miracielo, peas, peas, peas, peas.  It is the name of a legume plant and its pod fruit.  Its scientific name is
Pisum sativum, from the family Fabaceae. 

tirachinas
It is a bit of playground, which has a pad and elastic rubber ropes, usually used to launch stone with much power.  Also
called Slingshot, cauchera or arrow (Colombia).

tirador
In Ar5gentina and Uruguay it is the same as belt, strap, or also suspender.  Athlete who practices the sport of shooting. 

tiraflechas
Bow, weapon that allows you to throw arrows.  Also another way to popularly call a rubber tapper, slingshot, arrow,
slingshot.  Type of throwing weapon, slingshot or slingshot. 

tirano
A ruler who abuse their political power, its strength and its superiority.  Person governing of totalitarian manner, dictator,
usurper.  That practice the tyranny.  It is a genus of birds usually songbirds, small, very abundant and varied.  They are
much abundant in South America.  Family Tyranidae.  They are approximately 100 genera and over 400 species.  Birds.

tirante
It means he pulls, he pulls, pulls.  It causes nerves or worry.  Steel cable for balancing forces.  It means stiff, stretched,
hard.  It can also mean embarrassing, hostile, complicated tense. 

tirantes
It's the same as suspenders or chargers.  They are elastic implements with darts at the ends, which are used to prevent
the pants from falling out.  Pull inflection, which means pull, pull, hold.  That pull or that hold. 

tirantillo
Diminutive of strap .  It is a strap or strip of leather that serves to keep the lid of an open suitcase vertical.  Also under
construction is a type of wooden frame that serves to form the support of a roof.  It is also called a nailing machine. 

tiranuelo coronado
In Colombia it is a very common and colorful bird.  Its scientific name is Tyrannulus elatus (meaning upright or haughty
tyrant).  It is also called crowned flycatcher, yellow-crowned flycatcher, tyrant or yellow-crowned flycatcher.  It belongs to
the family Tyrannidae and the genus Tyrannulus. 



tirapi
In Marathi it means deviant, crooked or perverted.  Crooked.  Caustic humor, dry or mocking (burletero) .  Name of a
song performed by Melissa Aldana and Crash Trio. 

tirar el agua sucia
The expressions "throw away the dirty water" or "pour the dirty water" mean to blame how bad it has happened to
someone, either blaming him for a mistake or a failure.  Blame, blame, impute, blame, attribute. 

tirar la toalla
It means giving up, giving up something, or giving up something (the expression is taken from the act in the sport of
boxing, where corner helpers throw in the towel to announce that their boxer is not fit to continue in combat). 

tirata
It is a Word from the Italian language which means Chuck, lug, flip, stretch ( stretch of road 41. address long and tiring. 
Pull, pull, pull.  Screed.  In Colombia a mockery, disappointment or joke is told shot.

tired
In English also means tasteless (insipid) that you don't know anything, simple (without salt or sweet), or don't want to, it
is not attractive.  Boring (boring, dull), or dry (dried).

tiricia
It is a popular and erroneous deformation of the word jaundice, you want to say pale, yellowish skin.  It can also mean
laziness, laziness, apathy.  Some people use it as a synonym for bad mood, rage, temper.

tirilla
Small and thin strip.  Short, thin stripe of thick fabric worn on the neck.  Diminutive of strip .  Series of vignettes in which
a small story is developed.  Short strip of paper, in which some proof of payment is issued. 

tirillas
They are small ribbons with a special device which is placed a Gothic of blood to measure the amount of sugar that is in
the blood into the meter, are used daily by people with diabetes.

tirio
It means natural or native of Tyre, the ancient city of Phoenicia and port on the Mediterranean Sea.  Also in linguistics,
and according to the classification of Malcolm David Ross, it is a group of trans-New Guinean languages, which groups
bitur-Were, Baramu and Abom. 

tirique
It is not a word in the Spanish language. Tirique, is an uncommon male name used in the United States and Jamaica. It
means traditional and outdated. Lover of ancestral. It is a character from the book Shadow Genesis of Ricky Thomas Jr.

tiriquitos
In Dominican it means annoyance, disgust, revulsion.  Feeling of vomiting, gagging, nausea.



tiritar
It means shaking from the cold, suffering chills, shaking, shake, shudder, calofriar be, dentellear, chatter.

tiritirar
The correct term is shivering.  It means be shivering.  Be aterido, frozen.  Tremble.  It can also tremble with fright,
tremble with fear.

tiro
A sport that is practiced with firearms.

tiro al blanco
Game of darts.  Game and sport shoot arrows with a bow or shoot a weapon against a target defined and precise.

tiro pichon
pigeon shooting is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Pigeon shooting" being its meaning:<br>Pigeon or
pigeon shooting, shooting is a quarter of Malaga in Espana.tiro to the squab is a form of the sport of shot putting, played
with pigeons from pigeon-like lure.

tirol
It is the name of one of the states of Austria.  Name of a trilingual Alpine region between Italy, Germany and Austria. 
The gentility is Tyrolean or Tyrolean.

tirolesa
It is an extreme sports or fun activity, which is also called canopy, canopy, zip, cable or zip line.  It consists of an uneven
cable through which it descends using a pulley.  It is also a typical dance of Tyrol (region of Austria).  Typical Tyrolean
way of singing. 

tirolina
It is an extreme sports or fun activity, which is also called canopy, canopy, zip, cable or zip line.  It consists of an uneven
cable through which it descends using a pulley. 

tiroteo
Confrontation with firearms, confrontation by shooting.  It means noise and action make many shots followed. 
Download, blast, shooting, shooting.  Riot, dispute, confrontation, shock.

tiró
Inflection of pulling, which means to throw, throw, abandon. 

tirria
In Colombia means exaggerated hatred.  Aversion, rejection, grudge, antipathy, rage, inquina, hatred, animosity.

tirso
In botany it is a type of panicl of aovate shape.  It can be seen in the lilac and on the vine.  Rod with some leaves and
that was carried as scepter to religious ceremonies of the god Bacchus.  Male name of Greek origin and means crowned



with vine leaves. 

tisar
It means going backwards, going backwards.  reverse.  It can also mean carding, separating the strands. 

tisco
Peru is the name of a district that is part of the Province of Caylloma in the Department of Arequipa.  It is also the name
of a Financial Group of Thailand and a Bank in that country.  Tisco Financial Group Public Company . 

tisiphone
In Greek mythology she was one of the Erinyes or Furies, known as the avenger of murder.  It was also called
Tilphousia.  Name of an asteroid 466 . 

tisiquilla
Diminutive of consumptive.  Extremely thin, bony woman.  Flaquilla, skinny, consumptive.  Tisis affected girl. 
Tuberculous.

tislit
It is the name of a lake in Morocco.  In the Berber language, it means "the bride".  It is located within the Eastern High
Atlas National Park.  It is used as a trough (agdal) for the cattle of the Ayt ?diddu tribes.  Name of a star of the
Constellation Puppis (Stern) of the Southern Hemisphere, which was separated from the Constellation Ship Argos (Argo
Navis).  It is also named WASP-161 by astronomers. 

tismiche
The name given to the roe of various fish and crustaceans, such as shrimp and crab.  Hatched roe. 

tispak
In ancient Mesopotamia, was a God who replaced the God Ninazu.  God of the hurrians in the center of the current
Turkey, Syria and Iran.  God snake of antiquity in Mesopotamia.

tisular
It's a term in Medicine and Anatomy.  It means it's from the body's tissues.  Histic, woven.

titania
Titania is incorrectly written and it should be written as "40 Titanis; is proper name )" being its meaning:<br>Titania was
the name of the Queen of the fairies.  Character in the play of William Shakespeare " Dream of a Midsummer night's ". 
Nickname or Alias of Mary Macpherran the supervillana of Mervel Comics.

titanohierax
It means giant claw.  It is the name of a giant fossil hawk that lived on some Caribbean islands, especially Cuba,
Spanish and the Bahamas.  It gave the name to the genus of these extinct birds and is considered ancestor of the
current eagles and buteos.

titawin



It is the name of a binary star in the constellation Andromeda.  It is also known as U And, U Andromedae or Upsilon
Andromedae. 

tite
It is the nickname by which Adenor Leonardo Bacchi, coach of the Brazilian national football team, is known worldwide.

titi-
In Colombia is a kind of very small monkey.  Titi.

titiaro
It is a variety of banana or small banana.  In Colombia we say sandwich or murrapo.  Small banana.

titicaca
It is the name of a large South American and mountain lake, located between Peru and Bolivia.  The word as such is of
Quechua origin Aymará and means wild cat with gray hair or gray Andean cat.  It is the highest navigable lake in the
world. 

titilante
It means that it has intermittently.  It turns on and shuts off all the time.  Flashing, blinking, flashing.

titilar
In Colombia means blinking, flashing, shines and turns off for moments.  Have intermittently.

titina
In Colombia it means striking, pretty, beautiful. 

titino
In Colombia it means beautiful, beautiful, well dressed, beautiful, elegant.

titio
It was one of the names of one of the giants of Greek mythology.  He was the son of Zeus and Elara.  He was also
called Ticio.

titiribi
It is a municipality in the Department of Antioquia in Colombia.  Name of very important chieftain of the Natubes Indians
in the region of Antioquia in Colombia.  The name of a famous Colombian Hall played by master Jaime Llano Gonzalez. 
Titiribí also is told in Colombia to the cardinal or pechirrojo, a very beautiful bird.  Its scientific name is Pyrocephalus
rubinus and belongs to the Family Tyrannidae.

titiribí
In Colombia it is the name of a municipality in the Southwest department of the Department of Antioquia.  It was the
name of a chieftain of the tribe of the Nutabes Indians, settled in that region.  It is also the name of a beautiful corridor,
by Master José A.  Moral.  It is also the name of a bird that we also know as redhead, robin, churrinche, flycatcher
pechirojo, cardinal musketeer, capiturrín.  Its scientific name is Pyrocephalus rubinus (meaning with a head of fire like a



ruby) and belongs to the family Tyrannidae.

titiriteros
Street artists. People who handle the puppets. Volantineros.

titista
It means follower or fanatic of Titus.  That follows or practices titism (Doctrines of Titus, a ruler of the former Yugoslavia).

tito
It is a Latino male name and means "courageous defender".  The name of a Roman Emperor (the second of the Flavia
dynasty).  Nickname of a head of State, which had the former Yugoslavia, was known as Marshal Tito, but his name was
Josip Broz (Brozovic).

titubeante
It means that he hesitates, that he has doubts, that he is undecided.  He hesitates, he's confused.  Hesitant, confused,
doubtful, undecided. 

titulo oneroso
onerous title is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Valuable consideration" being its meaning:<br>Means
expensive, it costs enough, which means a payment or a commitment of means, Pact between parties. The usual
concept on the right is the consideration that supposed mutual benefits between those who acquire and transmit; It may
be a business or a legal act performed two or more parties, delivering goods of an equivalent value, which is opposite to
the profit situation.

tityra
In Biology and Ornithology it is the name of a genus of birds in the family Tityridae.  They are also known as titiras,
tuerés, torrejos or bacacos.  They are found in America from Mexico to Argentina.  The name comes from Tityri, who in
Greek mythology was a noisy and aggressive satyr. 

tixpetl
In the Nahuatl language tix is face and petl or petla is breaking. In such a way that Tixptl means to smash the face, by
extension attacking strong enemy.

tiznar
It means spreading or impregnating with tizne or ash.  Dirty, mumugrate. 

tizne
In Colombia it means stain, dirt, dirt, impurity, sin, footprint, macula, lamparon, freckle, Mole, PT, churrete, mancilla,
disgrace, shame, signal.

tizona
It means thisque, sword, alphanje, sabre.  Weapon of the fencer or musketeer (swordsman).  It can also be considered
synonymous with foil .



tizones
It is the plural of blight. Piece of wood on ignition. Wood to burn in the middle. Grill lit. On firewood. We also say a blight
to an attack of fungi on plants, they are usually Bacidiomicetes. This plant disease is also called burning.

tizón
It means madero or firewood still smoking or to medium burn.  Brasa.  In Colombia in a way colloquial black person
darker skinned.  Nickname of a footballer of the past in Colombia, called Euclides "tizón" González.  He was one of the
players that played more games with millionaires.  It is the name of an aenfermedad of some plants produced by fungi
and which is also known as burning or burn.  You can give some cereals and potato.

tías
aunts is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Aunts." being its meaning:<br>Sisters of the father or the mother. 
In Spain, women, ladies.  It is a Spanish town in Lanzarote, Canary Islands, ( Province of Las Palmas ).

tíndaro
It was also called Tindareo or Tindáreo.  In Greek mythology it was the name of a King of Sparta.  In some texts he is
listed as the son of the nymph Naiad Batia and the Spartan king Ebbalus, although in others he appears as the son of
the Messenian king Perieres (thus grandson of Aeolus) and Gorgophone, daughter of Perseus. 

tíner
It is the name of a very flammable and volatile petroleum-derived product, which is used as solvent for water insoluble
substances and paint thinning. 

tío político
In Colombia aunt's husband.   In various parts of Colombia he gets used to telling him uncle and not calling him by
name. 

tísico
In Colombia it means that he suffers from tisis, which suffers from tuberculosis.  tuberculous.  Person who coughs a lot
from severe respiratory diseases. 

títere
Cloth doll that is artistically handled by wires.  Person who lets himself be manipulated easily.  Polychinelle, puppet, doll,
pelele, monigot, tipejo.

tjilaki
Name of a river in Indonesia.  Name of an asteroid discovered by Adam Massinger in 1912. 

tlacoapa
tlacoapa is incorrectly written and it should be written as Tlacoapa ( 41 own name;.  being its meaning:<br>The correct
term is Tlacoapa ( 41 own name;.  It is the name of a Mexican municipality in the State of Guerrero.  Its name means "
River of the jarillas " or " River where tiller Wicker ".

tlacuache
It is one of the common names given to a medium-sized marsupial, long-tailed and prehensile, in Mexico.  In Colombia it



is also called runcho, rabipelao, chucha or fara.  In Mexico it is also called tacuacín or guazalo .  Its scientific name is
Didelphis marsupialis and it belongs to the Didelphidae family.  It can have up to 20 offspring in a birth. 

tlacuache común
It is a small marsupial mammal, also known as clacuache, tacuache, tacuacin, fara, chucha or opossum.  This name is
Nahuatl in origin and is given in Mexico to the animal.

tlahuitol
In Mexico it is one of the common names of a tree for use dendroenergy ( for firewood).  Its scientific name is Lysiloma
divaricata or Lysiloma divaricatum.  It is also known as whitewood, acacia, brittle, mauto, prieto stick, guaje, guajillo,
mesquite, bankruptcyhacha, tepeguaje.  It belongs to the fabaceae family.  The term is of Nahuatl origin. 

tlalapa
tlalapa is incorrectly written and should be written as "Tlalapa ( is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>It is the name of a
locality in the municipality of Cualac, Guerrero State, Mexico.  It is the name of a very thick soup which has beans, broad
beans, peas, peas, toasted and ground in carrying.  Tlalapa is a word in Nahuatl that means breaking, splitting.

tlalchapa
tlalchapa is incorrectly written and it should be written as Tlalchapa ( 41 own name;.  being its meaning:<br>The correct
term is Tlalchapa ( 41 own name;.  It is the name of a Mexican town in the State of Guerrero.  Its name comes from the
words of language Nahuatl Tlalchi ( 41 ball game; and apan ( 41 River; , by what has been given as 34 meanings; Ball
close to the river " or " play ball in the river ".

tlalpan
Tlalpan is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Tlalpan." being its meaning:<br>The right thing is Tlalpan ( 41
own name;.  It is a word in Nahuatl language, which means dry land on Earth.  It is the name of one of the territorial
divisions that have city of Mexico.

tlalpeño
It is the adjective of the born Tapla or Taplacoyan, a municipality in the State of Guerrero in Mexico.

tlan
It is a very common termination in Nahuatl that means " Place where " something abounds.   " The place is surrounded
by ". For example Mazatlan is a place where presumably abundant deer.

tlanonotsa
Tlanonotsa or better tlanonotza is a word of Nahuatl origin that means talk, learn, speak.

tlapachique
Nahuatl language means suck, suck.  Can they ask also for Tlapachoqui which means gallina clueca.

tlapalería
It is the name of the business where they sell paints and solvents.  Come the end of the word Nahuatl Tlapalli which
means liquid fire.  Remember that all solvents and paints are flammable substances.



tlapaneco
It means the painted face or the blighted face (dirty).  It is derived from the Nahuatl word Tlapan, which means painting
or tizne.  Name given to a member of an indigenous Mexican ethnicity called me?phaa, from the state of Guerrero. 
Name of the language that this same people speaks. 

tlapanecos
Members of an indigenous ethnic group in the State of Guerrero in Mexico.  They are also called me?phaa and are
known as painted faces or chalked faces. 

tlapehuala
tlapehuala is incorrectly written and it should be written as Tlapehuala ( 41 own name;.  being its meaning:<br>The
correct term is Tlapehuala ( 41 own name;.  It is the name of a Mexican municipality and a town in the State of Guerrero.
 Its name means " Place where you can find the Tlapehuales ).  There are also two versions of Mexican writers who are
enough curious: one says that the meaning is " Those who came up "   (?  ) and another that says that the meaning is "
People coming from 34 stones;.

tlapique
tlapique is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Tlapiqui" as meaning:<br>In language Nahuatl Tlapique, tlapiqui,
means lying, cheating, fake.

tlasojkamati
It means I thank you in the soul.  Thank you very much, I thank you from the bottom of my heart.  I thank you infinitely. 

tlatoquil
In language Náhuatl means last, last.  from the end of the tail, at the end.

tlatzotzonalotl
It is a Nahuatl language word meaning fenced, fenced.

tlauitol
Tlauitol or thlauitol is the Name in Nahuatl of a tree in the Fabaceae family.  Its scientific name is Lysiloma divaricata.  It
is also known as white stick, prieto stick, mauto or broken.  Serves for firewood (dendroenergy). 

tlaxcala
It is the name of a city and a State in Mexico.  In the city of Tlaxcala first Colombia peace agreements, were with the
guerrillas.  The word is of Nahuatl origin and means place of corn tortillas.  Some also say that it means cliff, ravine.

tlazahuate
In Nahuatl language means scabies of the earth.  It is one of the common names given to colorites in Mexico.  They are
also called coloradillas, chivacoas, chirotes, isangos.  In Colombia we call them coloraditos , yayas or mismis .  They are
tiny mites of the Family Trombiculidae found in the paddocks where livestock abound.   They produce an unbearable
rasquiña.

tlazokamati
Tlazokamati or tlazocamati is a word in Nahuatl. Talzokamati, granite means desagradecer. Ignore the benefit received.



Talzokamati, nite, means thank you. thank. Tlazokamati, special. Appreciate, thank, rating very much. Tlazokamati:
thank you.

tláhuac
Tláhuac is incorrectly written and should be written as "Tlahuac ( is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>The correct term
is Tlahuac ( 41 own name;.  According to Mr José Corona, means place of dirty water.  It is considered an aphaeresis of
Cuitlahuac.  Tláhuac is the name of one of the 16 divisions that has the city of Mexico.

tleca
It is a Nahuatl language word meaning flame, fire, ember, burning.

tlilmixtli
It's a Nahuatl language word and means "clear sound"

tlu
It is an acronym in English, it is not a word in the Spanish language. TLU means Texas Lutheran University, Seguin
(-based texas 41. Their representative colors are black and gold and its mascot Lucky ( A dog boxer or Bulldog )  )

toa
Toar inflection.  It means dragging, pulling, pulling, towing.  Referred to to towing a boat using cables.

toallita
You mean small towel.  Small towel.  Diminutive of towel. 

toaster
It is a term in English that means toaster.  It is an electrical apparatus in which you can convert the slices of bread into
toast. 

toatuno
Related or referring to Toati. The Sun and the rain God for Aboriginal Taino Indians in Puerto Rico. Maroho or Pyrenean
oak. Ceremonial stone.

toba
The toba or tufa is a type of very light, porous volcanic stone.

tobas
Plural of oba .  In Geology is the name of a type of igneous extrusive rock.  They are also called volcanic tufos.

tobeano yaguano
It's a kind of horse fur color.  You can also use tobiano and aguané .  It can be abbreviated as tobeyan.  It means that it
is a fur horse with large spots of light and dark colors, but with large sashes or white stripes from the tail to the mane.

tobera



A nozzle is a moderate-length tube-shaped metal structure through which fluids pass through.  Gas or fume exhaust
pipe from a ship, or also, gas injection tube to an oven.

tobero tobeano
They are two colors on the horses coat.  In the case of tobeano, the correct term is tobiano, and can also be used with v.
 They are names of a mixture of colorations in Pinto horses.  Tobero or tovero is a mix of tobiano and overo paint horses
and American paint horses. The tobero is a mix of tobiano and overo.  Predominantly white, but has dark spots on the
ears.  The tobiano is generally dark, with legs white and large white splash among the dark fur.

tobiano
It is a kind of horses that have large white patches on their fur.  In Colombia it means born or resident of Tobia, a town in
the Department of Cundinamarca.  It belongs to the municipality of Nimaima is Gualivá province

tobogán
Dellizer ramp .  It is the name of a flat, delimited and inclined surface on which children can slide playing, usually seated.
 Also called a slide, slide, or gutter.  In some cases it has curves to increase the fun.  The word is of Algonquian origin. 

tocación
It's the same as touching.  Action or effect of touching, which means palpating, manipulating, tempting, groping. 

tocado
It is a turning point of touch.  It means touch, fondle, rub, probe, tempt, sonar.  It is also synonymous with affected.

tocaya
They have the same name.  Who identify as.

tocayo
In Colombia, the term is used to designate another person who also carries our name.  Although the SAR accepted as a
synonym for namesake the homonymous Word, we use it all when they are the same names and last name them.  In
Colombia was also the stage name and nickname of a comedian and composer named Pompilio Ceballos.  He
composed the Bambuco "Rosalinda".

tochada
In Norte de Santander, in Colombia it means pendejada, bobada, something that lacks value, without importance. 
Idiocy. 

toche
In Colombia, it is relative.  Toche in Santander and Norte de Santander is an insult or synonymous with raw or awkward,
but in the rest of the country is a bird which also said Jay, oriole, oriole, or backpacking.  Its scientific name is Icterus
chrysater and belongs to the family Icteridae.

toches
Plural de toche .  In Colombia it is one of the common names of a bird.  It is also known as turpial, bolsero, backpacker. 
Its scientific name is Icterus chrysater and belongs to the family Icteridae.  In Norte de Santander toche is a pejorative
expression meaning brute, silly, clumsy, idiotic.  In Mexico they call a type of rabbits or hares (the word derives from the



term Nahuatl Tochtli, which means hare, rabbit).

tochi
It is another common way to call armadillo, gurre or cachicamo in Mexico.  In Colombia we also call jerre jerre. 

tochin
It's a word of the Nahuatl language, which means rabbit.

tocho
It means silly, silly, slow, slow, stupid, idiot, mind, peace. 

tochtepe
The correct term is Tochtepec.  It is the name of a Mexican municipality, which in Nahuatl language means "Hill of the
rabbits", is in the State of Puebla.

tocineta
Piece of smoked bacon.  Fish market or strip of smoked bacon. 

tockus
It is the name of the genus of birds called tocos or kalaos and belonging to the family Bucerotidae.  They are
characterized by very large and curved peaks.

tococo
is a way of calling the chicharra or cicada, an insect of the family Cicadidae. 

tocones
Part of the trunk that is left in the soil after felling a tree.  NOCO, ñopo, tuco (in Colombia these words mean short,
trimmed).

tod
In psychology... is the abbreviation of disorder of defiant opposition (TOD), which is the dysfunctional pattern of a child's
behaviour, characterized by being disobedient, hostile, and defiant first and foremost type of authority.

todero
In Colombia is a person who is engaged in many activities, from a single work. It is usually a gardener, but help in all
sorts of activities such as repairs, toilet, charge and discharge, painting, etc.

todiramphus
It means long-billed.  It is a genus of birds in the family Halcyonidae.  They are known as altions, fishermen martines,
cucaburras.

todirostrum
It means with the beak of a Todus.  With the bill similar l of a Todus (long and straight bill).  Todirostrum is a genus of



birds in the family Tyrannidae or Rhynchocyclidae (It has been proposed to differentiate them) : They are known as
mosquerites, spatulillas or titirijíes.

toditos
It would not leave out or Kingdom.  The whole.  That is not missing any.  Diminutive of all.

todo pegao
It means all together, without spaces or separations.  It is a widely used expression when he is given an address or
email.

todos
To say that it does not discriminate against anyone, not leaving anyone out.  Whole, intact, mass, set, block.

todos en la cama o todos en el suelo
It is an expression that denotes the demand for equality for all, equity.  Proportionality, uniformity, equanimity,
equilibrium.  Laws are for everyone. 

toe
It is the name of a Japanese, integrated rock band drummer Kashikura Takashi, Yamane Satoshi bassist, guitarists
Mino Takaaki and Yamazaki Hirokazu

toes
It is not a word in the Spanish language. The name of a music video is country, interpreted by the Zac Brown Band. The
song is quite nice.

tof
TOF in aeronautics, is short for Time of flight, which means flight time.  In medicine it is the abbreviation of file:tetralogy
of Fallot (TOF).  Tetralogy of Fallot (TOF) is a cardiac anomaly in children, which refers to a combination of four related
heart defects that commonly occur together.  The four defects are: defect in the ventricular septum (acronym in English
VSD), pulmonary stenosis, upper Aorta and right ventricular hypertrophy.

tofi
It is the name of a creamy sweet that contains caramel in syrup and some butter.  Tofe is also used.  It is an Anglicism
by toffee (translates candy).  Brand of sweets in Argentina. 

toja
In Colombia is the surname of a Bogota soccer player named Juan Carlos Toja, who played at River Plate
Independiente Santa Fe and the Colombia selection.  Wound, stain or defect in the wood.  Juan Carlos Toja participated
in the 2005 World u-20.

tojas
tojas is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Tojás or the Toja." being its meaning:<br>The Tojas are a
Colombian Family in which there are several athletes. Juan Carlos Toja, who is left-handed wheel stands out. Play the
New EnGland Revolution and is 32 years old. The Tojas or As Toxas, are islands belonging to Pontevedra in Galicia (
Spain )



toji
It is the name of a Shingon Buddhist temple, which exists in Kyoto ( Japan).  He was considered protector of the nation. 

tojil
Tohil is also used.  It is the name of the Mayan divinity of fire.  God patron of the Quichés.  It was also associated with
the sun, rain, mountains, and war.  Various sacrifices were made to him.  Name of a star of the constellation Eridanus
(River Eridano). 

tojo
It was the surname of a major Japanese military officer during World War II His full name was Hideki Tojo.

tojpa
In Bolivia it is the name of a La Paz Revolutionary Group.  Its full name is Topja Libertaria .  It is of heterogeneous
composition, which considers the importance of revolutionizing the everyday.  It brings together artisans, indigenous
people and peasant sectors.

toke
It is a slang term meaning act of inhaling the smoke of a cigarette, or marijuana pipe.  In Spanish: toque , pitazo . 

tokio
The correct term is Tokyo.  The Japan capital, located in the Honsu island.  In Japanese literally means Eastern Capital.

tokito
It's a Japanese surname.  Last name of two anime twins named Muichiro and Yuichiro.  They're demon hunters. 

tol
ToL or Tolupán is the name of an Amerindian ethnic group living in the departments of Yoro and Francisco Morazán, in
Honduras.  Abreviaruta of Tolima, Colombia Department.  Artesa, punt or container to make tortillas.

tola
Sandy and wet terrain.  Wet sand dune.  Burial mound of some indigenous cultures.  Name of an Ecuadorian fluvial
island on the river lemon.  In Colombia is a municipality in the Department of Nariño.  Tola is the name of a Colombian
comedian masquerading of woman and is partner of Maruja.

tolao
It means crazy, crazy, orate.  In Colombia colloquially we say deschavetado.  It has no sanity.  Crazy, demented, orate,
disturbed, crazy, defied, deshed.

tolay
It means fool, bobo, pendejo, innocent, naive, that is scam or trick with ease.  Gullible.  Tolai is also used.

tolda
The Colombia means tent, canvas, canopy, awning, cover, home, shelter, marquee tent.



toldillo
In Colombia is the same as a mosquito net (or mosquito net), It is a thin and porous fabric that hangs from the ceiling
and is used to cover beds and cots, in order to avoid insect bites, especially mosquitoes and mosquitoes.

toldo
In Colombia it is each business improvised in a tent that opens during the market kiosk, shop and stall.

tole
It means confusion, screaming, rechifla, rumor.  In the Department of Tolima, in Colombia it is a surname of indigenous
origin (Natagaima).  Surname of a former governor of Tolima who died in a plane crash in Ibague.  His name was Juan
Tole Lis. 

toledo
In Colombia is a surname of Spanish origin.  Name of municipality and province in Spain.  Name of a Colombian
municipality in the Department of Norte de Santander.

tolete
It is a product of roundwood that is usually 10 cm in diameter and lengths that can vary between 1 and 2 meters.  Lever
for mine.  Stick, stick, strut, deadlock, lever.  In Colombia it is also synonymous with strong, resistant and is the name of
a type of brick or block construction, somewhat larger than normal.  Young, strong and heavy bull.

toliga
It is a term used in Spain that means stupid, idiot, fool, fool.  It lacks intelligence .  Toli is also used. 

tolimense
Concerning the Department of Tolima, in Colombia.  Native of the Department of Tolima in Colombia. 

tolimita
Diminutive of Tolima .  It's an affectionate way of referring to Deportes Tolima, the Colombian professional soccer team
that is based in Ibagué.  It is also a colloquial way of calling a Tolimense. 

tolito
It can be a diminutive of Bartolo or Bartolemé (Bartolito).  In some parts of Mexico it is a way of calling the male sexual
organ.  Penis.  Name of vallecano character, bohemian, who did magic tricks to earn a living to whom Joaquín Sabina
dedicated a song. 

tollo
It is a way to call a kind of demersal and small shark.  Other common names such as: dogfish, spiny dogfish, sandpaper,
smooth and gata, among others.  Its scientific name is Squalus acanthias and belongs to the Scualidae family.

tolmomyias
It means bold fly hunter.  It is the name of a genus of birds in the family Tyrannidae.  They are known as picoanchos,
picoplanos or picochatos.



tolo
In Colombia it is the name of a chocoano river, which pours its waters into the Gulf of Urabá.  It is also another way to
call it a traditional wind instrument of indigenous origin, which is also called kuisí, bagpipes, millo flute or million cane. 

toloaches
Plural of toloache .  It is one of the common names given in Mexico to a toxic herb of the Solanaceae family.  It is also
called chamico, grass or devil's herb, meadow ceron, cuckoo thistle, Chinese stramonium.  angel trumpet, datura.  Its
scientific name is Datura ferox. 

tolonchon
tolonchon is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Tolonchon; with tilde )." being its meaning:<br>In Colombia,
it means large, giant, giant, macancan, huge.

tolondrón
In Colombia it means chichon, swelling, hematoma.

tolonga
In Mexico it is a vulgar way of calling the male sex organ.  Penis.

tolongo
Naïve and inspicuous person.  Fool, majadero, unwary, asshole. 

toloque
It is one of the common names of a small reptile in Mexico.  It is also called turipache, cutete, helmet chameleon, helmet
iguana and basilisk.  Its scientific name is Corytophanes cristatus and it belongs to the family Corytophanidae.  Also
known as toloque is another similar reptile, which receives other common names: tequereque, tenguereche or turipaché.
 Its scientific name is Basiliscus vittatus and it is from the same family.  Both are called pasaríos or pasaarroyos,
basilisks.  They are found from Mexico to Colombia.  

tolstoiano
It means relative to Leon Tolstoy, the Russian writer.  Related to Count Lev Nikolayevich Tolstoy (better known as Leon
Tolstoy). 

tolteca
It is a word of Nahuatl origin.  It means a dweller of Tula (Tollan-Xicocotitlan), who lives in Tula, in the State of Hidalgo in
Mexico.  It is the name of a pre-Columbian Mexican culture and an indigenous people of the Tula region in the State of
Hidalgo in Mexico.  Among them, the word meant "wise who dominates the arts", which is equivalent to "very cultured". 
Name of a state that was developed in central Mexico at the time of the Mesoamerican Post-Classical Period.

toltekayotl ueueti
toltekayotl ueueti is incorrectly written and should be written as "Toltecáyotl, Huehueti." being its
meaning:<br>Toltekayotl ( best Toltecáyotl ) and ueueiti ( best Huehueti, with 41 h; Word in Nahuatl. Toltecáyotl is trade
or profession to live.  Art, mechanics, master, office work. Huehueti means to age, become old, become old.

toltepek



Toltepec is also used.  It is a word of Nahuatl origin that means "Hill of the tule", or Hill of the Reed.  Tule is another form
of cattails, bulrush, junk-call or bayunca (Typha angustifolia).  In Mexico, there are several villages that are called
Toltepec or use the Word as complement of the name (San Andrés de Toltepec, San Martín de Toltepec, Santa maria
Toltepec).  All surround the city of Toluca or Toluca de Lerdo de Mexico.

toludeño
It means native or natural to Tolú, a municipality of the Department of Sucre, in Colombia.  Related to Tolu or resident in
Tolú.

tolú
In Colombia it is the name of a tree and a coastal town in the Department of Córdoba.  The tree has as its scientific
name Myroxylon toluifera and belongs to the family Fabaceae.  It has medicinal uses, because from it is extracted the
balm from the tolu, which is a resin.

tolúes
tolues is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Tolúes." being its meaning:<br>Tolues or Tulues were a few
Indians who lived on the banks of the Sinú River in the Department of Cordoba in Colombia.  The name of the
municipality of Tolu is due to them.  Tolues or Toluas is also a name to give the tree Pachira quinata of the Malvaceae
family and that also receives the names of Red Ceiba, ceiba stained and male cedar, is made of very thin wood.

tolypeutes matacus
It means killer that looks like a ball.  Three-way mataco or armadillo.  It is the scientific name for a class of armadillo
found in Argentina, Brazil, Bolivia and Paraguay.  It is also called ball killer, quirquino ball, piche ball, corechi or tú ball.

tomable
It means that it is liquid and it may be drinkable.

tomachi
The correct term is Tomachi ( 41 own name;.  It is the name of a town in the Department of la Paz in Bolivia.

tomar el pelo
In Colombia, it is the same thing that suck gallo.  Take the hair is to take advantage of the naivety of others.  It is
synonymous with deceive, lie, timar, mock, mock, cajole, cajole.  Prate is, making mockery any humorous situation. 
Jocosidad.

tomas
In Colombia, Tomás is the way to short call outlets or plugs. Site to capture energy or to connect power. Tomás is each
of the occasions in which you must drink a drug or an emulsion diluted in liquids. Outlets in Colombia is synonymous
with assault, occupation. Each of the photographs or recordings made for a program.

tomasito
Diminutive of Thomas.  How loving and family refer to Thomas.

tomata
It is a term that is used in Colombia to mean meeting of friends to take liquor and chat.  Verbeta.  Meeting of cups or



drinks.

tomatazo
Blow given with a tomato that is usually rotten or overripe.  It is a way of violently reproaching the attitude of a public
figure.  Blow to which those who participate in the tomatina are subjected. 

tomate
It is the common name of a plant and its fruit of American origin, whose scientific name is Solanum lycopersicum.  It
belongs to the family Solanaceae.  Receives other names such as tomato, tomato.  It is also used as an adjective to
mean red, colorado.

tomate de arbol
In Colombia is a tree and its edible fruit.  Edible fruit.  He is also known as tamarillo, Andean tomato, serrano, yucca,
mango Nordic or Eggplant tomato.  Its scientific name is Solanum betaceum and belongs to the Solanaceae family.

tomates
Known as tomato, tomato or tomato, are a great contribution Center and South American to the culinary world.  They are
the fruit of the tomato plant and its scientific name is Solanum lycopersicum Solanaceae family.  Were cultivated in
central America from about 2. 500 years.  The Mexica Nahuatl language called them tomatl.  They are the basis of
almost all the sauces and salads.  Its fruit is a Berry.

tomatina
It is the name of a poison found in the leaves and fruits of the tomato plant.  It is also astringent, antiseptic or fungicidal. 
In chemistry it is classified as a glycoalkaloid.  It is used as a reagent to precipitate cholesterol and as a mouthwash. 
Name of a patron saint festival that takes place in the Municipality of Buñol, in the Valencian Community.  It is
celebrated on the last Wednesday of August.  Tomatoes are thrown everywhere. 

tomás
Tomas is a name of Hebrew origin male and means brother.  It is also an inflection of the verb take.  It means to grab,
seize, take, invade, occupy, drinking, libar, address.

tomba
It is a popular way of calling the police in Colombia.  It is also called in some parts Chota. 

tomberia
Name given to the police collective in Peru and Colombia.  Set or group of policemen.

tombo
In Colombia it's the offensive way to call a cop. 

tomillo
It is the common name of several plants, which are characterized by being quite aromatic and some of them are used as
a condiment.  The most common is the scientific name Thymus vulgaris and belongs to the family Lamiaceae (genus
Thymus).  They contain thymol and various essential oils, which give it a characteristic and pleasant smell.  From the
same family are the genera Helichrysum, Teucrium and Thymbra.  They are also called thyme, zamarrilla or almoradul. 



Tinderbox, perpetual or immortelle is also called thyme (Helichrysum stoechas).  There are other plants in the family
Asteraceae, of the genus Artemisa, also called thyme, brown brush, and sea wormwood.  There is a species of the
family Cistaceae, also called Moorish thyme, edrea or rockrose (Fumana thymifolia). 

tominejo
Colombia is one of the common names we have the chupaflor, Hummingbird, hummingbirds, buzzers, three, hermits,
hummingbirds, quinchas or bird fly.  It is a very small bird with a very long and thin, peak feeding on nectar from the
flowers.  You can hold it in the air and go back in the same.  Shake its wings to fly at amazing speeds.  Hummingbird is
also the taxonomic genus to which it belongs.  They belong to the family Trochilidae.  They are from America.

tomista
Widespread way of calling a student or related to the University of Santo Tomás, known as Santoto .  Relative to St.
Thomas Aquinas.  Person who practices or disseminates tomism (Doctrine of St. Thomas Aquinas).  They can also be
called tomanists or tomanys.  Person participating in a shot or invasion.

tomiza
Thin rope made of esparto grass.  Soguilla .  It can also mean fear or dread.  Fear.  This term is of little use today. 

tomín
It was the name of a former Spanish currency equivalent to one-third of an adarme or one-eighth of a Castilian.  Silver
coin used in America at the time of the conquest.

tommy
It means Tomasito in Spanish.  It is diminutive of Thomas, male name in English.  It means the brother or the little
brother.  Name of a variety of mango (Tommy Atkins).  It is valued for its long life and resistance to manipulation.  It is
not very sweet, nor is it soft to the palate.  Brand of clothing for men, especially jackets. 

tompiate
It can mean backpack, bag, basket, talego.  It is a woven or fabric implement that hangs on the shoulder and where
things are loaded.   In plural it can mean testicles.

tompiates
It can mean backpacks, bags or testicles.

tomusa
In Venezuela it is called tomusa (also tomuza) to long and rough hair.  Hirsute hair or hair.   Stiff, rebellious, hyspid. 
Difficult to comb. 

tomuza
It means greña or abundant and rough hair.  Careless hair.  Tomusa or tumusa is also used.  Aboriginal people of Carib
roots who lived in Venezuela.  They were accused of being cannibals. 

tona
It is a word of the Asturian language, You mean cream.  A layer of fat that forms on top of the milk when boiling.  In
Colombia it isname of a municipality of the Department of Santander, which is part of the Province of Soto Norte.  Name



of an indigenous chieftain, originating from Vetas.

tonalidades
It makes reference to the different tones that may have the same color.  Also to the height differences in the sounds of a
melody.  Nuances, tones, accents, modes, dyes, degrees, range, spectrum, color, gradation, variations.

tonalli
Tonalli is a word of Nahuatl origin, saying in reverential form is Tonaltzin. Does heat from the Sun, day, destination.
Strength giving force. Tonalli energy, is a Mexican oil company.

tonantzin
tonantzin is incorrectly written and should be written as "Tonantzin ( is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>In language
Náhuatl means our revered mother, our great mother, our first mother, our mother. Also currently used as the name of
woman in Mexico.

tonatiuh
Name of the great god of the Aztecs, lord of the Tollán (Sky).  Fifth Sun, Sun God.  It was also called Tonatiuhtéotl.  The
word is of Nahuatl origin and means Sun or Fifth Sun.  It is also used in Mexico as a male name. 

tonel
It is a large bowl of wood that is usually used to hold liquids, especially liquor.  Cuba, candiota, barrel.  In Colombia is
used as a synonym for fat, pot, obese, plump, stubby.

tonelaje
It is the capacity in charge of any type of vehicle.

toneles
It is an expression that wants to mean a lot of liquids.  Rivers, seas.  It is also the plural of barrel, which is a very large
container of wood or metal in which liquids are preserved, especially liquors.

tonga
It is the name of a country of Oceania in Polynesia which is the capital Nuku'alofa.  In Colombia means sequence, order,
String, succession, organization, tanda, layer.

tongano
It means native of Tonga, born in Tonga, a country of Oceania. 

tongo
Fraudulent arrangement of a party, prior agreement between opponents to simulate an outcome that will be favourable. 
Farce, mount, trap, deception, swindle.  Accommodation.

tongva
In the United States it is the generic name for a group of three Tákicas ethnics.  They are also called Gabrielinos or
Kizh, Fernadinos and Nicoleños.  It is also so called your language.  It belongs to the Uto-Aztec linguistic family.  It is



located south of the State of California in Los Angeles County and on several islands.  They were related to the Payute
or Paiute. 

tonieta
Female variant of Toni or Tony.  Apocope of Antoinette.  It is a variant of the female name Antonia.  It is of Latin origin
and means Bella as a flower.  It's the name of a song by Eddy Fontana.  Name of a Hotel, Villa Tonieta, in Pollensa ,
Balearic Islands .

tonina
It is one of the common forms of call to the pink river dolphin, which exists in the rivers of the Orinoco and Amazon
basins.  It is a mammal, not a fish, of the order Cetacea.  Its scientific name is Inia geoffrensis and belongs to the Iniidae
family.  Also receives other common names: boto, bufeo, the Amazon dolphin, Dolphin of Meta, Orinoco dolphin.

toninas
Plural of tonina .  It is one of the common ways of calling the Pink Dolphin, which exists in the rivers of the Orinoco and
Amazon basins.  It is a mammal, not a fish, of the order cetaceans.  Its scientific name is Inia geoffrensis and it belongs
to the family Iniidae.  It also receives other common names: boto, bufeo, Amazon dolphin, Meta dolphin, Orinoco
dolphin. 

tonka
In Colombia it is a brand of toys.  It is also the name of a Chilean TV presenter, model and actress, named Tonka
Tomi?i? Petri?.  It's also a way to call a tree and its seeds.  It belongs to the family Fabaceae.  It also receives other
common names such as bean tonka, cumaruna , cumarú , cumbarú , sarrapia or tagua.  Its scientific name is Dipteryx
odorata.  Industrially it is used as a substitute for vanilla.

tonsura
It is an inflection of tonsorial.  It means order as a priest.  It is also shave part of the hair of the head (on the Crown),
when it ordered a Catholic priest.  Crown.

tonsurado
It is an inflection of tonsuring.  It means to ordain (or ordain) as a priest.  It is also shaving part of the hair of the head (on
the crown), when a Catholic priest is ordained.  With crown, crowned.  Priest who has already been ordained.  Priest. 

tonteras
It means nonsense, nonsense.  It can also mean dizziness, vahydes. 

tontin
Name of one of the Smurfs .  It is also the name of one of the seven dwarfs in the tale of Snow White and the 7 Dwarfs. 
He was a victim of the jokes of his friends.  Diminutive of fool .  Tontico . 

tontorrón
Very silly, big fool, augmentative of fool.  Very big man with few intellectual abilities. 

toña
Tona is the name of a beach in the municipality of Pedernales, Basque country.  In Colombia is a family and apocopada



way to call a woman called Antonia.  It is a type of sweet bread or stuffed with sweet like a roulade or mona, typical of
the province of Alicante and the region of Murcia in Spain.  Panquemao, fogaza.

toñina
For the Andalusians it is a way of calling the tuna or tuna, a marine fish.  Its scientific name is Thunnus spp.  and
belongs to the family Scrombidae. 

toñuces
It's the plural of toñuz.  It is the name of a shrub plant that is also called chingoyo or chilca.  Its scientific name is
Pluchea chingoyo and belongs to the family Asteraceae.

top knot
Top knot, not words in Spanish language, they are words of the English language. Mean higher high, knot knot. Given
name of Top Knot in hairdressing to a hairstyle that requires long hair or extensions, to form a monkey or high loop.

top-secret
It is a term in English and means of the highest secret, the greatest secret.  Very reserved information and for a few. 
Ultra secret.  State Secret.  Classified information that only one closed group of people should know.

topa
It is a name used in Peru for a timber tree of very light wood, which is also known as balsa or guaguaripo, guano, lano,
lanero, balso, polak or tami.  Its scientific name is Ochroma pyramidale or Ochroma lagopus and it belongs to the family
Malvaceae.  A rope used in seamanship.  

topado
It is an inflection of bumping.  In Colombia means suddenly found.  It also means dehorning, cut the horns.

topadora
Player who is risky or bold.  Apparatus or machine that is used to dehorn animals.  It is also a type of excavator shovel
that fits tractors. 

topan
It is an inflection of bumping.  In Colombia, it means cutting the horns of a res.  Also in the language of the field it means
suddenly find someone, match, meet, collide.

tope
It means maximum level allowed or accepted.  Endpoint , limit , capacity .  Protection, safe, bumpers.  it also means
blow given to the head or forehead, bump, ramming, blow, shock, encounter.  Obstacle, stumble, hindrance. 

topetazo
In Colombia hit the forehead.  Two-headed shock, especially of the foreheads.  Bump. 

topetón
In Colombia, strong blow to the head, usually against another head.  Strong blow that two people give each other on the



forehead, in a clash.  Butt.  Children's game that consists of bumping the foreheads gently. 

topil
In Mexico, a person that it was Sheriff or official in a village of indigenous justice minor.  Auxiliary of Justice, arguments
or notifier (Messenger).  It is a word of Nahuatl (topile), Sheriff, judge ordinary meaning).  Topilli, in Nahuatl is refrain,
stick control, out of tool or rod.

topillo
Mole diminutive.  Common name of a small rodent in the Cricetidae family.  They are also known as arvicollinos.

topiramato
It is the name of a medicine used in epilepsy treatments.  Commercially it can be called Acominil, Topamax, Epilmax or
Fagodol, among others. 

topisimo
It's the top superlative.  It means at the highest and most exalted.  Most high, most exalted.  Very outstanding,
unmatched, unique, supremely spectacular. 

topía
TOPIA is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Topia; No tilde )" being its meaning:<br>In Colombia we say 40
topia; No tilde ) the nests of termites or termites, seen in the endless plains of the Meta and Casanare.  Termite Mound.

toples
Topless can also be used.  It's a way of dressing women leaving their breasts uncovered.  No clothes on the torso. 
Torsidesnuda.

topo
It is an inflection of bumping.  It means to find it.  It is also the name of an animal that is very good for making caves for
their burrows, they belong to the family Talpidae.  Mole is also said to a man that he lives in caves or tunnels, usually
dedicated to mining or making tunnels to escape from a prison.  Mole is also a Greek prefix meaning place, territory,
land.

topo-
It is a Greek prefix meaning land or place.  Topo-nimia is the branch of science that studies the names of the different
guardian.

topocho
It is one of the names with which the people of the eastern plains of Colombia and in the Western Llanos of Venezuela
called bananas.  To the banana of say Topochera. Not be confused with Popocho, which is another kind of banana,
which also say COP and planting in the Tolima is called Popochera or Cachaquera.  In Popocho Colombia is a fat,
obese.

topochos
It is a name given in the departments of Casanare, Meta and Arauca Plains ( Colombia ) bananas.  The causes of
banana or banana is a topochera.



topolino
In Colombia it means small, very short in stature.  Nickname of a Colombian comedian named Jorge Zuloaga, he
currently has 93 years.  Adding to Jorge Tovar's, he was also called Topolino or Topolino Criollo al Zastava 750.

topones
Plural of topon .  It means header, brace, strong encounter in which the heads are hit.  It can also mean without horns or
horns. 

toponimia
It is the part of science or knowledge that tells us where the names come from the different parts of the world.  Origin of
the names of landforms.

topónimo
It means name of a site, name of a geographical place. 

tops
Name with which a very short blouse used by women is designated.  It is basically a strip of stretch fabric that covers the
breasts and part of the back.  It lacks sleeves and strips to hold it.

toqui
It means commander, leader, general, captain.  The one who commands an army.  The word is of Mapuche origin. 

toquilla
In Colombia is one of the names that receives the Royal Palm, jipijapa, iraca or iraca Palm.  It is a Palm which hats are
made and whose scientific name is Carludovica palmata and belongs to the family Cyclanthaceae.  It is also a town and
the name of a wasteland in the Department of Boyacá.

torazo
Very big bull.  Bull augmentative. 

torá
It is the name of the sacred text of the Jews.  Basis and foundation of Judaism.  Among the Christians is called
Pentateuch.  The word means instruction, teaching, doctrine.  Also among the Jews is the Mishnah, set of norms or oral
laws, transmitted for centuries.

torbellino
Wind whirlpool.  Place where a hurricane originates.  It can also be an abundance of things or events that revolve
around the same fact.  Vortex.  Sequentiality, coincidences.  Name of a musical rhythm and a dance of the Colombian
Andean zone, which is harmonized with requinto. 

torcida
In Brazil it is the name given to the fans of a team.  Fans, followers, fans, fans, bar.

torco



In some parts of Spain it means hole, hole, hollow, pothole.  It can also mean puddle.  In Colombia and Venezuela,
family and apocopada form of Torcoroma.  It's a woman's name.  It refers to the Virgin Brunette of Ocaña or Our Lady of
Torcoroma.  Torcoroma, is the name of a mountain or mountain of Ocaña, in Norte de Santander, Colombia.

torculado
It means that it is shaped like a screw.  That looks like a nut or that serves as a press or to tighten. 

torcular
It is the name of several stars that belong to the Constellation of Pisces.  The word is of Latin origin and means the
press.  It is also called by astronomers Ómicron Piscis, Torcularis Septentrionalis, ? Piscium , ? Psc , 110 Piscium or HD
10761 . 

torcularis
Name of a star in the Constellation of Pisces.  The word is of Latin origin and means press (that of wine).  Nickname of
the god of wine (Bacchus). 

tordillo
It is a color in the fur of the horses.  Grey, combined with black and white.  In Argentina it is the name of a party or area
of the Province of Buenos Aires.  It belongs to the city of General Conesa.

tordo
It is one of the common names of a bird very common in South America and the Caribbean.  It is also called blackbird,
common blackbird, Queen Josmary, gamusino, parasitic chamon, morajú, common thrush, Chupin and azulãovaquer,
blackened and mulatto thrush, cowboy, cowboy bird and blackbird cowboy.  Its scientific name is Molothrus bonariensis
and belongs to the family Icteridae.  It is a very gregarious bird (it lives in herds or flocks).  It is one of the best known
specimens of laying parasite, because they do not make nests but deposit eggs in nests of other species.  

tordos
Plural of tordo .  In Colombia it is a very common way of calling a bird or bird.  It is also called shaman, common
shaman, morajú, blackbird, common tordo, chupin, blue, renegrido tordo, maria mulata, mulatto, denim, cowboy bird,
cowboy blackbird.  They do not build nests and reproduce by parasitism of laying.

tordulaba
Torular inflection.  It can mean denigrating, speaking ill of another person, uncovering or scolding.  It is one of the many
words invented by Julio Cortázar, in Rayuela. 

torear
In Colombia it means infuriating, fussing, inciting, fussing, provoking.  Do your best to infuriate someone else.  It can
also mean capotear, facing difficulties, dodging, defending yourself.   . 

torear a alguien
It is irritating, put rabid, get angry.  It is to disturb the temper to someone.

torero
Person who dares to capotear in front of a bull.  Matador. 



toreros
Plural of Bullfighter.  People who have trade fight with a coat or a blanket.  Cúchares art lovers.  Matador, novillero,
sword, right-handed, maletilla, lidiador.

torete
Colombia is one of the ways to call a steer or a small Bull.  Torito, torillo, maute.

toribio
Toribio is a male of Greek origin that means anyone who makes or manufactures the arches.  Outside the name toribio
is the way to call a performer of gourd in Puerto Rico.  Toribio (with accent) is the name of a municipality in the Cauca
Department in Colombia.

torii
Door or entrance to the Jinja.  It is the entrance to the sacred space.  Bow making door to Shinto shrines.  They are two
wood studs that hold two parallel Rails.  The Word as such, translates bird and is believed to be one of the uses of the
torii attract birds so they have on him.

toril
It means relative to the bull.  Place of confinement of caste bulls.

tormenta
It can mean gale, storm, storm, downpour, storm.  Also avatar, misfortune, misfortune, adversity.  An atmospheric
phenomenon in which strong winds, severe rains and electric shocks are accompanied. 

tormento
Torture, anguish, physical pain.  It is also the name of a Chilean percussion musical instrument.  Ordeal, martyrdom,
calvary, suffering. 

torna
Turning turn.  It means return, return, return, return, return, move, transform, change.

tornadizo
It means it changes easily.  It means fickle, variant, changing, frivolous, versatile, unstable, inconsequencent, variable. 

tornamesas
It is the same as record players.  Artifact through which acetate discs are playable.

tornar
It means changing.  It means returning, returning, returning, restoring, returning, moving, transforming, changing.

tornavirón
A blow that occurs with the backhand of the hand on the face of another person.  Torniscón , sopapo . 



torneadas
Formed with a lathe. Curvy, well formed. With an attractive and harmonious contour.

torneado
It means soft and delicate curves.  It has been polished or shaped into a lathe.  Curvilinear, curved. 

tornear
It means polishing or forming with a lathe.  Give rounded shape to one thing. 

torné
Turning inflection, which means to return, to return, to return.  It also means to restore, return, exchange, move,
transform. 

tornose que es
It is an inflection of becoming.  Means change, return, resume, returned, return, return, restore, move, transform, seam.

toro
Common name of a ruminant mammal which is the male cow.  Its scientific name is Bos tourus and it belongs to the
Bovidae family.  Name of the Indian adventure companion of the Lone Ranger.  Name of a Colombian municipality
located in the north of the Department of Valle.  Name of Railway Station in Greater Buenos Aires, in Argentina. 
Surname of Spanish origin.  Name of town located in Spain, in the Province of Zaragoza.  Name of a river in Costa Rica.
 Name of an asteroid (1685).  In Geometry it is the name of a geometric body (torus class), which in this case means
protrusion or curved elevation.  In Architecture it is a type of molding.  In Colombia it means very strong man. 

toroide
It is a geometrical figure like a donut or a donut.  It is the product of a closed curve rotating about its axis.  Ring, ring,
rings, threads.

toromba
It can mean cluster, set of stars.  Set of stars that always presents the same pattern in the sky.  It can also mean head,
especially if you lack hair, bald head.  Vulgarly virile member, penis.   Interestingly it is also a woman's first name and
surname.  Name of very famous flamenco dance teacher, called Toromba Suárez.  Surname of Namibian football player
and who played in the South African league with the Black Leopards.  Totomba played for his country's 2008 Africa Cup
national football team.  His name is Hartman Toromba and he played as a defender. 

torombolo
It is one of the common names of fruit that is produced in Colombia, also known as fruit carambolo, Star, chiramelo,
carambolera and Carom.   It belongs to the family Oxalidaceae.  It is a shrub of scientific name Averrhoa carambola.  It
is quite acidic.  Torombolo is a character from the comics of Archie (EU).  It is the best friend and confident of Archie, his
real name is Forsythe Pendleton "Torombolo" Jones III.

torongil
The correct term is Melissa (with j, although many write it with g).  It is one of the common names of a herbal, aromatic
and medicinal plant.  Its scientific name is Melissa officinalis.  It belongs to the family Lamiaceae.  Also receives other
common names: Lemongrass, lemon, lemon balm, cidrac, herb Citron, sheet abejera, toronjilla.



toronja
In Colombia and Ecuador told grapefruit, the same Naranjilla, Lulo or Bombolo.  It is a shrub, full of purple pubescencias
and with many thorns plant.  Its scientific name is Solanum quitoense and belongs to the Solanaceae family.  It is a
delicious fruit of South American origin.  Variety of citrus fruit, which is characterized by its very bitter fruit rinds.  It is
actually an accidental crossing of sweet orange, ( Citrus sinensis ) and the grapefruit or Shadocck ( Citrus maxima or
Citrus grandis ).  Its technical name is Citrus x paradise, which means that it is a hybrid.  It is native to the Caribbean (
Barbados ).  Do not confuse with the grapefruit which is a similar citrus. Although in English, will call you the grapefruit
Grapefruit, it has nothing to do with the grape.

toropisco
In Colombia it is the common name of a bird with black plumage and red breast.  We also call him a bloodthred.  In
Argentina it is called yacutoro or yacú toro; in Paraguay is called yacú toro or yacú pechirrojo.  It's a frugivorous bird
from South America.  Its scientific name is Pyroderus scutatus, where Pyroderus means red throat or fire choker and
scutatus, means it has a shield or has a shield on the chest.  It belongs to the cotingidae family.

toros coleados
It is a native Plains examining fun, considered a traditional sport.  Throwing a bull career by a sleeve and behind it a
rider that of down only by grasping tail.  It is clarified that although the knocked-down Bull can give several turns about
its backbone (campanlla or double Bell) very rarely is injured.

torota
It means indigestion, badly caused by overeating.  It's also another way to call the euphonium.  It also means head, club.
 In Peru anea or belfry (totora), which is an aquatic plant from which cough remedies are made.  Its fiber is used to make
nets, baskets and rafts.  Its stem is edible and serves as livestock feed. 

torpedo
Lethal weapons from submarines.  Released or self-propelled projectiles that move through the waters of the sea and
who exploit reaching its goal.  Naval projectiles.

torpesa
It means lack of skill, lack of skill.  It's the quality or defect of the clumsy.  Ineptitude, inability, incompetence,
coarseness, rudeness, ordinariez.

torque
It's a horseshoe-shaped necklace.  It is also the name of a Uruguayan football team ( Atlético Torque).  Nickname of a
Spanish footballer named Jorge Resurrección Merodio and who is well known as Koke.  In Mechanics is the force
applied on a lever that rotates some part (for example when rotating a wrench on a nut).  Torque.  Set of forces.

torr
It is the unit of auxiliary pressure equivalent to 1 mm of mercury.  It was given that name in honor of Evangelista
Torricelli.  Torr is the abbreviation and name of that unit of pressure.  The unit of measure of official pressure is the
Pascal and there is a very small difference between both measures.

torrada
It means dried, toasted, golden, dehydrated. 



torrado
It is a surname of Spanish origin.  Inflection of torrar, which means to roast, burn or brown in excess.  Roasted, burned,
gilded. 

torrar
It means subjecting to the action of fire or heat to roast or worship it.  Roasting, browning, roasting, chamuscaring. 

torre
Building or high-rise construction.  Otero, to oversee construction.  Tab of the game of chess, which is placed at the
ends of the Board (the corners).  It is a surname of Spanish origin.  Name of several Spanish towns.  Name of the
maximum height of Portugal, in the Serra da Estrela.  Systems, is a computer Cabinet.

torre de vigilancia
It is the definition of albarrana or watchtower.

torrear
It means fortifying a building to defend itself.  Strengthen a building, a castle or a square.  It can also be otear or watch
from a tower. 

torrenta
Means without control, torrent.  It can mean crowd, crowd, bunch, unbridled water, flood, flood, Avenue.  Water whose
strength affect or erode its banks.

torrente
Stream of water coming down from the mountain with force.  It is precipitated with force or violence.  Current, flow, flood,
waterfall, flood Avenue.  Also used as a synonym for mob, crowd, flocked, lot and rain.

torrentes
Plural of torrent .  It means violent and sudden flow of water that rushes down a slope and that has its origin in very
heavy rains.  It can also be caused by abundant thaw in strong summers.  They are usually temporary (not permanent). 
It can also be a large influx of people who advance along a narrow path and in the same direction. 

torreya
It means dedicated to John Torrey an American botanist.  It is the name of a botanical genus of coniferous plants in the
family Cephalotaxaceae ( or Taxaceae ).

torrezno
It is a way of calling elongated chicharrones in Spain.  Strips of fried and crunchy bacon elongated.  They are very
typical in Soria.  In Colombia we tell them trains or chicharrón of several cars. 

torreznos
Plural of torrezno .  They are cubes of chicharrón or fried bacon.  It is a typical dish of Soria in Spain.  Greaves, fried
bacons. 



torridness
It's an English word that means torrid.  It means hot, fiery.

torrijos
In Colombia and Panama, it is a surname of Spanish origin.  Last name of a general who was head of state in Panama,
whose name was Omar Efraín Torrijos Herrera.  His son was also president of Panama Ebtre 2005 and 2009.  His name
is Martín Erasto Torrijos Espino.

torrisco
It is one of the common names of a shrub, also known as chorvisco, torvisco, matapollo, matapulgas, torvisquera,
matagallinas or dafne.  Its scientific name is Daphne gnidium of the family Thymelaeaceae. 

torronteses
Wines that are produced with white grapes, more than all in Spain, Portugal and Argentina.  These grapes come in its
origins in Cadiz and Seville ( 41 Spain;.

torrotito
Banners or gallantry that are deployed on holidays.  In marinery pennants that show the ships in bow and stern. 

torta
In Colombia it is the same as ponqué, cake or even cake.  It is a preparation of wheat flour, butter or margarine, sugar
and some other additional ingredients, which is baked.  It may or may not be decorated with an outer sweet cream. 

tortazo
It is usually called a slap to a strong goal, either given or received.  Hard fall, blow.  Also a blow given with a cake. 
Daubed with a cake, usually at a celebration. 

tortilla
Tortilla or Tortilla is one of the songs protest (social music) most popular.  Arepuela formed with scrambled eggs. 
Diminutive of cake.  Scrambled eggs, clutter and mess.

tortillera
Container or paila where tortillas are made or placed.  Person who makes or sells tortillas.  In street language it is a
derogatory way of calling a lesbian. 

tortón
Augmentative cake.  Very big cake.  In several American countries it is a type of heavy-duty truck, usually double-troque
or double-axle in its bodywork.  Double die truck.  it is longer than an ordinary truck, but shorter than a tractomula. 

tortugota
Turtle Augmentative .  Large turtle, large turtle.  It has become customary to call the lute or tinglar tortoise so that it
reaches a bit more than two meters.  You can also tell the Galapagos tortoise.

tortuoso



It means very difficult, which causes great difficulty.  That causes torture.  It also means that it is zigzag, wavy, sinuous,
having curves.  Crooked, tangled.  Difficult. 

tortura
Action or effect of torturing .  Action that purports to cause pain, torment or affliction to another person, in order to make
him speak, rat on or confess something reprehensible.  Suffering, martyrdom, torment, ordeal. 

torturante
Action that purports to cause pain, injury, torment or distress to the affected.  It means that it causes pain, martyrdom,
affliction or torment persistently or permanently.  That generates torture or suffering. 

torula
The correct term is swab.  It is a kind of yeast known as Candida utilis, found in rich cellulose or Xylose, especially on
wood or paper environments.  Much used in the food industry for its aroma and flavor to meat. Formerly a taxonomic
genus Torula but was changed by the Candida.

torunda
It is the name given to a small cotton ball or speck, often accompanied by sterilized gauze and used to make healings. 

torvellino
torvellino is incorrectly written, and should be written as whirlwind.  being its meaning:<br>The correct term is whirlwind. 
It is a swirl of wind, caused by the meeting of cold and hot masses.  A breeze that begins soft, is accelerating in
ascending circles and lift light weight items such as paper, leaves, etc.  It is a series of events that occur in series and
that relate to each other.  It is a type of musical piece and its corresponding typical dance of the Colombian Andean
zone; It has string instruments like guitar, tiple, and mandolin, but which most stands out is the requinto.  Verses are
made.

torvo
It means fierce appearance, angry appearance.  Who looks with anger or fierceness.  It reflects fierceness.

tos de perro
Cough that reflects high congestion with phlegm in the airways.  It is hoarse and sometimes accompanied by whistles.  It
is delicate as it may indicate bronchitis or bronchoolitis.

tosca
Women's rough.  It means rude, crude, rough, enough, rough, rustic, rudimentary, ordinary, rude.  It's the name of an
Opera by Giacomo Puccini.

toscana
It is the name of one of the administrative regions into which Italy is divided. It is located in the center-north of Italy.  The
most important cities are Florence and Carrara. 

toscano
In Architecture it is a type of capital composed of five smooth pieces.  It is a surname that is disputed if it is of Spanish
origin (Castilian) or if it is Italian and refers to the region of Tuscany, whose most important city is Florence.  Tuscan is



also a dialect spoken in that region and which is the basis of the Italian language and the most similar and least distant
from Latin. 

tosco
Person who lacks culture.  Lack of education, training or polish.  Ordinary, uneducated, rude, crude, basto.

tosferina
It is the name of a severe and highly contagious disease.  It is also called, pertussis, 100-day cough, whooping cough,
coqueluche or convulsive cough.  It is produced by the bacterium Bordetella pertussis.  It gives at any age, but in young
children who have not completed their vaccination scheme, can cause severe disabilities, meningitis and even death. 
Affects the upper airways.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be pertussis, 100-day cough, whooping
cough, coqueluche or convulsive cough

tosigo
The correct term is tosigo with tilde.  It means toxic, poison, toxin, poison.  It can also mean bitterness, distress, distress,
grief, scouring, heartbreak, restlessness.

tostada
Slice of crispy bread.  Slice of bread that was passed through the toaster.  Inflection will be toasted.  It means drying
with heat, dehydrating, browning, scorning.  It also means tanning.   Golden, scorched. 

tostado
In Colombia it means dry, dry, crunch, dehydrated.  It is also the name of a small biscuit (eye : here cake is not only
cake or ponqué , it is also dry bun, usually with cheese).  We also say toasted to the chicory (achiras sponge).

tostel
In Costa Rica it is a generalized name for all kinds of confectionery products such as biscuits and cakes.

tostón
Small cube of bread fried in oil.  It can also be the same bucket of bread but toasted.  They are used to accompany
soups or stews.  In the Caribbean region, tachino, patacón, are pieces of green banana flattened and fried. 

tot
Toth or Thoth is also used.  It was the name of the God of Wisdom among the Egyptians.  God who had maximum
authority over the other gods in ancient Egypt.  He was a time-governing lunar god.  God of Water among the
Phoenicians ( Taaut ) 

tota
In Colombia it is the name of a municipality of the Department of Boyacá.  It is the name of a large lake in that same
region.  It was also the name of a cacica of the Zenu people in Córdoba.

totam
It is the name of a village in India, in the state of Uttarakhand.  It is located on the edge of Jim Corbett National Park. 
Totam or totem, is a protective spirit of the Native American tribes, usually represented by an animal.



totay
In Bolivia, totay or totaí is called a species of palm tree that is also known elsewhere as coyol, cocoyol, corozo, lata,
píritu, güis, or uvita.  Its scientific name is Bactris guieenensis.  It belongs to the Arecaceae family.  It can be found in
Central and South America and in the Caribbean Islands. 

totazo
In Colombia it means hard hit, usually in a fall.  We also say baton, matracazo or mamonazo.

tote
Colombia is a small sample of pyrotechnic game that prohibited commercial.  It is a wheel of white phosphorus that turns
to raking against the ground.  The totes are very toxic.  Be as a tote is to be furious, bravo, malgeniado.

totear
In Colombia, it means produce noise, especially to trap heat.  It is also burst, crack, crack.  Exploit.

totemismo
It is the veneration by tribes of a totem or idol.  A religious and belief system based on a totem pole. 

tothom
tothom is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Tot-hom" being its meaning:<br>It must be Tot-hom. It is a
Catalan fashion brand.   ( todo-uno translates to the Spanish )

toti
In Colombia, it is a familiar and affectionate way of calling a woman named Sofia.  Colombian actress Sofia Vergara has
a good idea.  Name of a snow-capped mountain in Colombia, which is part of the Sierra Nevada de El Cocuy, in the
national park of the same name.  In Cuba, it is one of the names of a bird with black plumage, which is also called
choncholí.  It feeds on insects and seeds. 

toto
In Central America, Colombia and Venezuela is a small aquatic bird, cock, Parrot, Woodcock.  It also means stick,
baton, truncheon, garrote.  In Colombia is a colloquial form of calling a FAT or plump, fat friend.  Nickname for a former
player of Colombian soccer, called "Toto" Jesus Rubio.  It is also the name of a Rock band in United States. Name
several African cities (Nigeria, Angola)

toto la momposina
"Totó La Momposina", is the stage name of a singer-songwriter, Colombian folk singer, whose real name is Sonia
Bazanta Vides.

totokia
It is a type of weapon of war used by the tribes of Fiji Islands.  It consists of a rod or long stick (resembling a cane) that
has a metal ball at the end and a pick, which was used to drill the skull of the adversary.  Maza was said pineapple, but
it was actually more similar to the fruit of the Pandanus.  He also served as support and was a symbol of high rank.

totola
In Mexico it is a way of calling the female pisco, turkey or guajolote.  Pisca .  Nickname with which you meet an



Argentine musician named Aldo César Orozco.

totole
It is one of the forms in Mexico call the Turkey or Pisco.  They also say Turkey, Cocono, and Towhee.

totopo
In Mexico, it is the name given to a piece or fraction of toasted or dehydrated corn tortilla (usually broken into squares). 

totoposte
In Mexico it is a dehydrated and toasted tortilla.  It is used to prepare other edibles.  Totopostle . 

totoras
Aquatic plant that is abundant in Lake Titicaca.  Its scientific name is Schoenoplectus californicus and belongs to the
Ciperaceae family.  It also receives the names of Reed, Cattail, Cattail, Vathu rushes.  Used to make boats,

totumas
Plural of Totuma.  It is a semispherical vessel that can be used to take fluids, is manufactured by putting to dry the fruit
of the Tree of Totumo (Crescentia cujete-family Bignoniaceae) and is parted in two.  Bowl.  In Colombia the word is used
as a synonym for the head.  In Colombia, both the tree and the vase are also told Pumpkin, Táparo or Morro.

totumo
It is a hemispherical bowl of natural origin that can be used to take liquids, is manufactured by putting dry the fruit of a
tree which we also call Totumo scientific name Crescentia cujete, belonging to the family Bignoniaceae).  It splits in two. 
Bowl.  In Colombia, is the name of a sidewalk in Ibagué, in the Department of Tolima.  .  In Colombia, both the tree and
the vessel also said les taparo, morro, or squash.

touchdown
It literally means touching the ground.  In the football game it is the highest scoring play and is achieved when a scorer
reaches the end of the opposite field without being intercepted and places the ball on the ground. 

touche
It's a Word of the French language and means playing.

tourmalet
Name of the highest mountain pass of the French Pyrenees.  It has a height of 2115 meters.  It is also called Col du
Tourmalet.  The word in gascon language, means "bad return", "bad return".  It is one of the most difficult climbs for
cyclists.  This site has been spent on most Tours of France.

tova
It is one of the common names that receives a small bird from the lark family.  It is also known as co-ore, galerite,
cogujada, cugujada, totovía or cotovía.  Its scientific name is Lullula arborea and belongs to the family Alaudidae . 
Tova, is also the name of a small uninhabited island in Argentina.  It is located in Melo Bay, Gulf of San Jorde, Chubut
Province.  La Tova is also a Spanish town belonging to Lorca, in the Region of Murcia.



tovarich
Tovarich or Tovarish is the name of an American film shot in 1937 and directed by Anatole Litvak.

toxcoyoa
It is a name of Nahuatl origin used in Mexico.  It means place of rabbit coyote.  It also means noise produced by rabbit.

toxicoteca
It is a place where you can accumulate or keep poisons or toxic substances.  Wine cellar or granary of toxic or poison.

toxidermitis
It is an inflammation of the dermis caused by toxic substances or allergic reactions.  Swellings in the skin, caused by the
action of a poison.

toxodón
They are a kind of prehistoric mammals South American, predecessors of the current ungulates ( having hooves ).  Its
name means inclined tooth or tooth arrow.

toxoide
It is a type of vaccine that immunizes for the action of bacteria and various types of infections.  It acts against toxins. 
Tetanus toxoid or tetanus vaccine is very common.  Vaccine.

toxorhamphus
It means crooked or curved beak.  is the name of a genus of birds in the family Melanocharitidae.  They are typical of
New Guinea and are known as picabayas or picudos.

toxostoma
It means with the stomach or the crooked belly.  In Botany it is one of the names of a disease that gives to corn cobs, by
which it produces fewer grains and the tusa is crooked.  It is caused by a fungus ( Ustilago maydis ).  Despite this, it is
edible and very desirable in Mexico, where it is called huitlacoche or cuitlacoche.  Although in Mexico it is considered a
delicacy, in the rest of countries we consider it a pest.  Toxostoma, in Ornitology, is also a genus of birds in the family
Mimidae, known as sinsontes or cuckoos.

toyo
In Colombia it is one of the common names of a squalo ( shark, without specifying gender or species).  Youthful shark. 
Tollo is also used.

toyuyo
It's also called tuyuyo.  In Guarani it means swollen neck.  It is one of the common names in Peru of a stilt bird, also
known as American Jabirú or Garzón Soldado.  It is from the family Ciconiidae.  It's the biggest stork in America.

toza
Cut is the same as stump, piece of expelled or downed tree trunk and which is joined to the root.  Piece of wood used to
attach the yoke of a plow.



tozuda
In Colombia it means stubborn, stubborn, persistent, stubborn, stubborn, insistent.  That you do not give up easily.  That
insists, persists and does not give up. 

tozudez
It means stubbornness, stubbornness, persistence, insistence, persistence, commitment, determination.  To commit a
fault again, to porfiar, to stubbornly, to reoffend, to relapse, to reiterate.  Rebelliousness. 

tozudo
In Colombia it means stubborn, porfiado, persistent, stubborn, stubborn, insistent.  That you don't give up easily.

tópico
It means that it belongs to a defined site.  In Medicine is the use given to certain medications that are applied directly to
the site of pain or condition.  They are for external use.  Local , localized .

tópicos
They are medicines for external use.  Creams, ointments.

tórax
Middle part of the body, between the neck and waist.  Trunk, chest.

tórculo
It is a type of press, used in printing presses.  It looks like a screw, which can be screwed, pressed or tightened. 

tórpida
To act late or slow.  It means that it moves awkwardly, that it acts with difficulty.  It can also mean stable condition or that
it does not improve or worsen, that it does not change or is not altered, regular. 

tórpido
It means that it moves awkwardly, that it acts with difficulty.  Act late or slow.

tórrido
It means very strong or very notorious, very hot, hot or warm.  Fiery Hot, stifling, blistering, burning, scorching.

tórtola
Colombia Tortola in a dove-like but smaller bird.  There are many species in Colombia and the world.  It is the family
Columbidae, and the scientific name of the most common species that is dove grey domestic or common Dove Zenaida
aurita. They are tanpopulares in our country by their cooing that in Colombia to the loving couples say lovebirds.

tórtolas
It is the common name we give in Colombia to very common birds of the pigeon family.  We also give them the names of
columbines, tortolites or coconuts.  Its scientific name is Streptopelia turtur and belongs to the family Columbidae.  It is
considered the symbol of faithful and lasting love.  Colloquially love-to-las or love-to-tolos means lover's partner.



tósigo
It means toxic, poison, toxin, venom.  It can also mean bitterness, anguish, grief,, taint,

tq
It's the lazy, stingy way of writing "I love you."  A little less lazy is tqm (I love you very much).  It is used in written social
media messages.

traba
In Colombia it means impediment, obstacle, difficulty, disadvantage, hindrance.  In the slang of addicts travel, be under
the affects of the drug.

trabajadores
Means workers, operators, workers, laborers, people running the farm work, workers, Colombia farmers.  Hard-working,
diligent, caring, wise.

trabajar
It means executing the trades or tasks according to the needs.  Execute activities according to a profession or trade.  To
exercise a profession .  Develop activities according to a labor pact.  To work, to execute, to function, to exercise, to
produce, to manufacture. 

trabécula
Fibrous network covering an organ.  Fibrous tissue. 

trabina
It is a way of calling the fruit of sabina or cypress.  It is another way to call a tree, which is also known as cypress,
enebra, ? sabina, tarabina or trabino.  It belongs to the family Cupressaceae and its scientific name is Juniperus
thurifera.  Cypress seed. 

trabuco
In Colombia, ninth baseball team.  Short thick barrel shotgun.

traca
Layer of wood or metal that covers a boat, pyrotechnic neckband that has United several firecrackers.  Thunder,
tracatraca, DIN.

tracala
The term used is trácala.  In Colombia you mean trick, trap, deception, chicanery, ruse, scam.

tracalada
In Colombia it means crowd, crowd, heap, abundance, exaggeration, amount, large quantity.

tracalero
It means trickster, cheater, rascal, con man, con man.  A cheating person or not paying their debts.



tracalosa
Mean hoaxer, Trickster, enganera, liar.  Deception, making trap.  That it is customary to make tracalas.

tracatera
It is a way of saying shooting, shooting. Tracatre is an onomatopoeia of a shot, a shot.

tracatraca
In Colombia, it is a toy consisting of two balls or spheres, joined by a rope.  It is played by grabbing the rope in half and
by means of a rhythmic movement of up and down, it is about making the balls crash as long as possible.  The sound
that is generated is exactly a very annoying traca-traca. 

trachiphonus
Trachyphonus is best indicated.  It means neck or short throat.  It is a genus of birds in the family Lybiidae.  They are
known as African beards.  They're insectivores.

tractorista
In Colombia may be driver or driver of a tractor, also a mechanic specializing in tractors or their rigs.

tradeable
The correct term is tradable.  It is an English word which means that you can negotiate, trafficking or trading. 
Negotiable, marketable, traficable.

tradiciones
It means old customs, ancestral customs. Customs, acerbic, customs, folklore, usual, ancestral, secular, roots,
legendary.

traducir dashed en espanol
It is an English word meaning striping, which has or has stripes.

traer frito
Bring fried or have better fried, are phrases used in Colombia to denote to us it must be tied up, handcuffed, unable to
do anything, without being able to act to improve the current conditions. Also used to tell effectuated, astonished, in love,
lelo, smitten, crazy, Spellbound, fascinated, bedeviled, amazed, dumbfounded, braking, ecstatic.

trafa
It means cheating, cheating, tricking, fraud.

trafagueado
It's a tipping to swallow.  In Colombia it means to make trades, activities or chores usually domestic making noise, which
tire and cause discomfort.  Busy, slobred.

trafaguear
In Colombia it means to make trades, activities or chores usually domestic making noise, which tire and cause
discomfort.



traga
In Colombia is a way of referring to the person who has us befogged, amazed, captivated, enthralled.  In love or in love. 
It is usually an infatuation for someone unattainable or impossible and without knowledge of the other person.  Platonic
love.  Turning to swallow.  Pass is something to be had in the mouth and is not food.  Eating fast and without chewing.

tragada
In Colombia it means very much in love.  Inflection of swallowing, which means eating for large pieces and in a hurry. 

tragadal
It means tambourine, burial, mud, mud.  Mud saturated with water that forms in some sections of the bridle paths. 

tragadera
It's a kind of vulgar way of saying eat, feed.  Eat of fast and unlabeled wood.

tragado
In Colombia super-full.  It means very much in love, very in love, fascinated, garmentd.  Inflection of swallowing, which
means eating in large pieces, swallowing, ingesting, gobbling.  We have a popular adage that says.  .  .  . "More
swallowed than washing machine bed". 

tragante
In Guatemala they say top hole and its grid where is drain the waters rain of a street and go to storm drains or sewers. 
In Colombia we say sinks.

tragantina
In Colombia means binge.  Food exaggerated or excessive.  Feast agape, banquet, cuchipanda, cenata.  Sumptuous
dinner.

tragantía
Name given to a Moorish princess turned snake in Jienian legends. 

tragar entero
It can refer to swallowing or eating without chewing properly.  In Colombia it means being convinced very easily,
believing too much in what others say, not distrusting and being very naïve. 

tragarse
Move quickly on a food.  Choking with something that was in the mouth and is not food.  In Colombia, colloquially means
fall completely in love, be amazed, enthralled, captivated.

tragasable
Circus performer who performs by swallowing bladed weapons.  Felatomaniac . 

trago
A portion of liquid, liquor, or water taken all at once.  Liquor.  Swallowing inflection meaning swallowing, eating.  It is also
the name given to the small prominence found at the entrance of the ear. 



tragopan
It means it looks like a goat or like a goat.  The correct or most suitable term is tragopán .  It is the name of a genus of
birds in the family Phasianidae.  They are known as cuckold pheasants or horned pheasants (it is also one of the
common names of those birds).  It is found in the southern Himalayas and Southeast Asia.

tragón
It means he eats a lot, he swallows a lot.  Sweet, eaten, devouring, gluttonous. 

traguiao
In Colombia it means drunk, drunk, drunk.  Past drinks. 

traila
It's a way to call a mobile home or motor home. 

traina
It is a type of mesh or net that is used to catch fish.  Nasa, rigging, redaying, net, almadraba, atarraya.

trainer
It's an English word that means coach.  Translation as a preparer or tamer is also valid.

trainera
Name of a small oar or sail boat that is used for fishing.  It is also used for sports competitions, with several rowers. 

traje
It means dress, costumes, clothing, apparel, attire, outfit.  It is also an inflection bring.  It means closer approach, lend,
use, look.

trajín
It means hard or intense work.  Exposure or wear and tear from work.  Effort, work, wear, hustle, hustle, bustle, work,
occupation. 

tralla
It is the name of a leather strip or strap that is used to whip the beasts.  Fusta, whip, strap, zurriago, pretina.

trama
It can be an inflection of weaving, which means concocting, plotting, planning, machining.  It is also another way of
calling the olive or olive flower.  Flowering of the olive tree .  Rapa, cadillo, eskimo. 

tramacazo
In Colombia it means hit or very strong fall.  THUMP, totazo.  It also means blow with a stick, bat or cudgel.  Palazo,
garrote blow, hit.

tramadas



In Colombia it means convinced, that they believe what they were told or told.  It is an inflection of wefting, which means
machining, composing, warping, preparing, planning. 

tramadol
In Pharmacology, it is the name of a drug, used as a strong painkiller.  Commercially it is also achieved with the names
tramal, Adolonta, Durela.

tramadora
In Colombia it means that intrigue, that it deceives.  That cheats, that entangled.  False . 

trambollo
It is the name of a marine fish of the family Labrisomidae.  It is also known as blenia.

trambuca
It is inflection of trambucar .  It means to sink, to sink.  It can also mean confusing, stunning, disturbing, entangling.  It is
used in Colombia and Venezuela. 

tramita
It's a turning point to process.  It means managing, diligence, performing some kind of official procedure in a government
office.  Make arrangements in an official office.

tramitologiaía
The correct term is red tape.  In Colombia is the process or procedure that is required to obtain a license or official
permission in order to be able to develop any activity.  Paperwork, proceedings, proceedings, tramitomania.

tramitología
It is a word used in Colombia.  It means the process that must be performed before an entity to obtain any type of permit
or license.  Usually for obtaining the licence should make steps leading to other entities, which we call paperwork,
errands or paperwork.  It is so wasteful this red tape or paperwork there are skilled in helping to make these proceedings
who we call brokers.

tramojazo
Augmentative stretch.  It means very strong blow, usually caused by something very blunt.  The word derives from
tramojo, which was a thick piece of very resistant wood that was used to join the oxen.  Hit given with a stretch, club or
tranca.  Trancazo, garrotazo.  The term is used in Colombia.

tramoya
It is the set of mechanisms, cords or pulleys which allow you to change in a timely manner the decorations of a theatre
to change event or scene.  It is a synonym of entanglement, tangle, knot, mess, mess.

trampa
Instrument widely used to catch animals by poachers.  It is a synonym of dirty tricks, deceptions. In the oil industry is a
tank of small dimensions that is used to separate water from the crude collected by perimeter channels oil.  It tells them
also skimmers or skimmers.  Hatch, portanuela, ruse, stratagem, lie, fraud, scam, swindle. In Colombia is the way to
evade a rule, how to take advantage of something in an illegal manner.



trampa de tucídides
It is the severe and lethal tension that originates when a new or young power challenges a already strong and
established one.  Today it refers to the signs of war between China and the United States (in antiquity it was between
Athens and Sparta).


